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Session 2: Recruiting New Fans

Keeping existing fans satisfied is crucial, but forward momentum will
stall without bringing new fans into the building. Experience Pass®
technology provides an outlet for new fans to gain exposure to
teams in a unique new way, generating a constant pipeline of new,
dedicated fans that can fill the venue in the short and long terms.

A NEW WAY TO BUY

According to purchase data and fan surveys, 2 out of 3 fans who purchase
a multi-game Pass have not purchased multi-game packages from the
team in 2+ years. The same holds true for other Experience products. In
short, Experience’s flexible ticketing products can bring in new fans and
fill your seats.
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NEW FANS = NEW OPPORTUNITY

New customers are the long-term lifeblood of any organization.
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Upgrades
Fans who may
spend more

GUEST TICKETS
BRING NEW FANS
Special memories with friends or family
lead to fans who want to come again.

BUILD YOUR
SNOWBALL

Fans who most enjoyed their experience
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of Experience Pass® holders!
By recruiting those new fans,
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And the snowball rolls on.
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WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU
Attract new or detached fans, growing
your pipeline and filling seats.

Pass buyers bring friends and family,
opening up new opportunity for you.

Set the stage to convert casual fans into loyal

Live events are a natural setting for people to

enthusiasts by creating an experience that has

share experiences. Allowing Pass holders the

them coming back for more. With a majority of

ability to bring friends and family with them

Pass fans buying multi-game packages for the first

makes it easy for their guests to “try before they

time, you have an opportunity to engage newly

buy,” creating a new path for incremental

discovered fans and turn them into lifelong

revenue while introducing potential future fans

fanatics though usage of our technology.

to your organization.

Product Activation: PASS TECHNOLOGY

Product Activation: GUEST TICKETS
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